Tomographic techniques can be used for the fast detection of link failures at low cost. Our paper studies the impact of the routing model on tomographic node placement costs. We present a taxonomy of path routing models and provide optimal and near-optimal algorithms to deploy a minimal number of asymmetric and symmetric tomography nodes for basic network topologies under different routing model classes. Intriguingly, we find that in many cases routing according to a more restrictive routing model gives better results: compared to a more general routing model, computing a good placement is algorithmically more tractable and does not entail high monitoring costs, a desirable trade-off in practice.
INTRODUCTION
Computer networks often constitute a critical infrastructure and have to meet strict requirements in terms of availability. Accordingly, modern computer networks typically support robust routing and fast failover: upon a link failure, traffic is quickly rerouted along an alternative path. For instance, MPLS networks include different link and path protection schemes [1] , and OpenFlow networks support conditional rules for inband local fast failover [3] .
A crucial prerequisite for any resilient routing network is the ability to detect link failures. Network tomography is a well-known approach to implement such a monitoring infrastructure at low cost: Rather than deploying and operating monitors at all nodes Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). SIGMETRICS '18 Abstracts, June 18-22, 2018, Irvine, CA, USA © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-5846-0/18/06. https://doi.org/10.1145/3219617.3219648 in a network, tomographic techniques can be used to probe paths only between a small number of tomography nodes.
Our paper considers the problem of deploying a minimal number of (passive) observability points and (active) beacons in a network. We explicitly distinguish between observability points and beacons, which have asymmetric roles: in many cases, observability points and beacons have different implementations, require different resources, or come with different placement constraints or costs.
We are particularly interested in the study of the impact of the routing model on the efficiency of link failure detection. Interestingly, while the relevance of the routing model on path diversity [5] is intuitive and known on an anecdotal level, we lack a formal framework and rigorous results.
Our paper shows that the routing model has an impact already if we constrain ourselves to shortest paths with unit link weight only. Indeed, modern computer networks often impose various constraints on the choice of shortest paths that can be selected for routing. For instance, in traditional communication networks, routing is typically destination-based: packets are forwarded according to the most specific destination prefix. Using Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) or Software-Defined Network (SDNs) based Traffic Engineering, more general routing paths can be defined. In the presence of a load-balancer or Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) control plane, multiple shortest paths may be monitored simultaneously between a beacon and an observability point.
Our paper makes the following contributions:
(1) Asymmetric network tomography: We introduce a natural network tomography model, which differentiates between probe senders and receivers (called beacons and observability points). While asymmetric tomography is a reality, we are not aware of any explicit and formal study. (2) Impact of routing model: We study the relationship between, and quantify, monitoring costs (the number of tomography nodes, i.e., beacons and observability points) and the routing model. In particular, we observe that knowledge of the network topology alone is insufficient to reason about the coverage of a given tomographic placement. While in principle, this implies that a different optimal placement needs to be computed for each routing model, we introduce a natural taxonomy for a canonical family of routing models with suitable algorithms to compute a placement in this article. (3) Empirical motivation: We report on a small empirical study on Rocketfuel and Internet Topology Zoo networks, which confirms the impact of the routing model. (4) Optimal and approximative algorithms: We present optimal and near-optimal algorithms to deploy a minimal number of tomography nodes for link failure detection in different Session: Networking SIGMETRICS'18 Abstracts, June 18-22, 2018, Irvine, CA, USA models for relevant sparse families of network topologies, namely cactus and outerplanar graphs (as we encountered them frequently in our empirical study). We also show that our results have implications on symmetric tomography. (5) Computational hardness: We show that the placement problem is NP-hard in general. Moreover, we show that for some routing models, the problem is already computationally hard on simple and sparse network topologies, e.g., cactus graphs. (6) Attractive trade-offs: We identify an interesting tradeoff between different routing schemes, in terms of monitoring power and computational complexity. One takeaway from our work is that it can sometimes be good to artificially restrict the routing model: while the path diversity does not suffer much from such a restriction, the computational complexity of deploying monitoring equipment may be reduced significantly (from NP-hard to polynomial-time solvable).
Our paper with all technical details can be found at [4] .
ASYMMETRY MATTERS
Before we highlight the difference between symmetric and asymmetric network tomography, we introduce some terminology. We model the network topology as a (connected) graph G = (V , E), interconnecting nodes V with undirected links E (|V | = n, |E| = m). In order to be able to detect link failures, we deploy two types of tomography nodes, in the literature often also called monitoring equipment (shorthand ME), at different nodes of the network G: beacons and observability points. Formally, we describe the placement as a mapping µ : V → {OP, BC, OP + BC, ∅} which assigns to each node either an observability point, a beacon, both, or neither. In the following, we will refer to BC µ ⊆ V as the set of nodes selected in µ to function as beacons, and to OP µ ⊆ V as the set of nodes selected in µ to function as observability points. By slightly abusing notation, we will write |µ | to denote the total placement cost, i.e., the total number of beacons and observability points. Moreover, we write µ * to denote an optimal placement of minimum cost |µ * |. We assume that each observability point can monitor links along some shortest paths, to all beacons. Which shortest paths are routingmodel consistent and can be used for monitoring, depends on the routing model, discussed in the next section. In particular, we show that simply knowing the network topology (the adjacency matrix) and the "routing rules" (e.g., symmetric, shortest path routing) is ambiguous and insufficient: we need additional knowledge on how packets are routed on the network topology.
We assume that a link can be monitored if and only if it lies on at least one routing model-consistent shortest path between a beacon and an observability point. The set of all links monitored by a placement µ is denoted by M µ . Our objective hence will be to deploy beacons and observability points in such a manner that all links in G are monitored using the minimum number of monitoring equipment (sum of observability points and beacons) necessary, i.e., M µ = E(G). We refer to this task as the asymmetric tomographic node placement problem. In other words, a placement that monitors all links is called valid, if it also minimizes the cost, it is called optimal. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to shortest paths with respect to unit link lengths; however our work can be extended for more general paths.
We find that asymmetry influences the placement of monitoring equipment, even in simple geodetic graphs. Theorem 2.1. Already in simple geodetic ring graphs (connecting nodes in a circular manner), the OP and BC roles are asymmetric: it is not always possible to switch the roles of an OP and a BC node.
We also note the importance of asymmetry in terms of costs. Clearly, if the costs of the different equipment types is similar, symmetric tomography yields a good approximation for asymmetric placements as well: we can simply replace each symmetric device with two asymmetric ones, which gives a 2-approximation for two types (asymmetric nodes need at least as many locations). However, in general, the approximation can be arbitrarily bad (namely linear in the number of nodes): e.g., we only need one observability point in the tree, and can add beacons to the remaining leaves.
THE ROUTING MODEL MATTERS
We explore a spectrum of routing schemes, ranging from very low path diversity (the intersection model, short ∩, allows to monitor only links belonging to all shortest paths) to very high path diversity (the union model, short ∪, allows to monitor all links on all shortest paths), with two natural intermediate models called confluent (>) and any (exactly one, !). Let us first introduce some notation. Let G be a graph. Let M R xy be the edges on paths between x and y which are used to forward messages from x to y according to a given routing model R. Thus, M R xy is also the set of edges that are monitored if µ(x) = BC, µ(y) = OP, and µ(v) = ∅ for all other nodes v ∈ V \ {x, y}.
In a general form, the set of monitored edges is a function of x, y and the routing model. We restrict ourselves to symmetric routing: M R xy = M R yx . and we focus on shortest path routing: for any two nodes x, y ∈ V (G), let SP(x, y) be the set of shortest paths (abbrv. sp) between x and y. For s ∈ SP(x, y) we denote by E(s) the edges of the shortest path s: M xy ⊆ E(s). More generally, we use E(X ) for the edges of the subgraph of G induced by the set X . We identify the following canonic routing strategies: Definition 3.1 (Routing Models). We distinguish between four routing models which determine the shortest paths messages take and hence which links can be monitored:
(1) Union ∪: In the union model, all edges belonging to one or several shortest paths between x and y are monitored:
2) Any (i.e., exactly one) !: In the any model, a single shortest path is monitored: ∃s ∈ SP(x, y) s.t. M ! xy = E(s). This path is arbitrary and given for each source-destination pair, and forms part of the input to the problem. (3) Confluent >: In the confluent model, the shortest path choice is determined by the message destination: ∃s ∈ SP(x, y) s.t. M > xy = E(s) and ∪ z ∈V M zy is a tree, given as part of the input to the problem. (4) Intersection ∩: In the intersection model, only links which belong to all shortest paths are monitored:
These models form a hierarchy of increasingly flexible routing. To illustrate the impact of the routing model on monitoring efficiency, let us consider a few basic examples. In the best case, the entire network can be monitored with one BC and one OP (i.e., |µ * | = 2), and in the worst-case we need each kind of tomography node on each node. We show that the different routing models can span the whole spectrum.
Session
Let us first consider bipartite graphs. Graph A depicted in Figure 1 is B 2,k : the complete bipartite graph connecting two nodes of the first node set with k nodes of the second node set. Between the two nodes of the first node set, k disjoint shortest paths exist. If the routing model is not ∪, each of the k shortest paths will have to be monitored separately, for a total monitoring cost of k + 2 ME.
Graph B in the same figure is a chain of f planar faces. It is a one-connected graph belonging to the class of cactus graphs. Even though there exist 2 f different shortest paths between s and t, only two carefully selected such shortest paths allow to monitor all the edges between s and t. We therefore have |µ * (G B , ∪)| = 2, |µ * (G B , !)| = 4 (with one BC and one OP on s and on t, if the anypath is choosable, otherwise if it is given we have ≥ 4). For the other two routing models it can be proved that we need at least two ME per cycle, thus |µ * (
Finally, graph C in the same figure is an outerplanar graph of f faces (see later for more details on outerplanar graphs), but these faces are connected through f − 1 inner edges. It is 2-connected, and features f + 2 different shortest paths between s and t. We have |µ * (G C , ∪)| = 2, i.e., all paths can be monitored by placing a BC at s and an OP at t. For the model !, we can monitor at most x · y different paths with monitoring pairs composed out of x BC and y OP. Thus we need at least f + 2 monitoring equipment for this scenario |µ * (G C , !)| ≥ f + 2 deploying half of the ME as BC on the lower left nodes and the other half as OP on the upper right nodes. For the other routing models, we can prove that the amount of monitoring equipment needed is linear in the number of faces,
Theorem 3.3. Depending on the model, the optimal placement cost can vary by a factor Ω(n). This is worst possible.
HARDNESS AND ALGORITHMS
We present a range of hardness and algorithmic results for different graphs: trees, cactus graphs, outerplanar graphs and general graphs. We devise two simple greedy algorithms, Alg 2 tailored to cactus graphs (and based on Alg 1 [4] used for cycles) and Alg 3 producing valid deployments for arbitrary graphs.
Alg 2 recursively deploys ME on cycles, assuming OP and BC on nexus nodes connecting the current cycle with other cycles or tree parts of the cactus. Alg 3 picks an arbitrary root node and equips the root and the leaves of a routing model conserving breadth-first tree T first. For the remaining edges, additional equipment is placed on their incident nodes if necessary.
These algorithms compute placements within a constant of the optimal cost in some graph classes and routing models. 
REMARK
Our work also has implications on symmetric deployments (also studied under union and intersection [2] ). Let ϕ : V → {∅, M } be a deployment of symmetric monitoring equipment. We consider G to be monitored iff all edges are on a shortest path according to routing model R between nodes with ME, ∪{M R xy |ϕ(x) = ϕ(y) = ME} = E(G).
Theorem 5.1. Let ϕ ⋆ and µ ⋆ be optimal deployments on G for the symmetric and asymmetric case respectively. We have: |µ ⋆ |/2 ≤ |ϕ ⋆ | ≤ |µ ⋆ |.
